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Abstract: The creative industry is a knowledge-based industry, but it is difficult
and complex to create knowledge for enterprises. The principle of cooperation-
sharing posits that companies’ limited resources prohibit them from gaining a
competitive advantage in all business areas. Therefore, cooperation-sharing can
help businesses overcome this hurdle. Cooperation-sharing expedites economic
development, breaks the barrier of independent knowledge creation, and enhances
resource utilization. However, the effectiveness and stability of knowledge coop-
eration-sharing are key problems facing governments and other regulators. This
study can help regulators promote honesty in enterprise cooperation-sharing.
Based on the hypothesis of bounded rationality, the evolutionary game theory
was used to construct the “Enterprises–Informal Institutions–Government” tripar-
tite game matrix. Next, based on this game matrix, a simulation analysis method
was used to analyze the effects of external incentives on the stability of evolution-
ary strategies. The analysis shows that the strategic choice of the “Enterprises–
Informal Institutions–Government” tripartite game could be affected by the initial
state strategy choices of the other two players, but more influential were the cost
and external incentive levels of the game players. The results indicate that the
government and informal institutions should regulate enterprises with a rational
external incentive mechanism that boosts the enterprises’ incentive to cooperate
honestly. Thus, an effective external incentive mechanism can significantly
improve the probability of enterprises behaving honestly in cooperation-sharing
and promote the development of the creative industry.

Keywords: Creative industry; knowledge sharing; evolutionary game; external
incentives

1 Background

China has experienced a difficult period of economic structural adjustment since the outbreak of the
novel coronavirus in 2019. The traditional industry is over-capacity, and the demographic dividends,
which refer to the economic growth that results from the changing age of a country’s population, have
decreased, making exportation difficult. As such, the prior development model is no longer applicable to
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the current Chinese economy. To break through the bottlenecks and constraints of the present economic
development, the Chinese government has proposed some guidelines and policies. One of these policies
involves the internal circular economy model [1] and the vigorous development of creative industries.
The internal circular economy model encourages citizens to set up stalls, which helps them increase
profits during a crisis such as the pandemic, as daily work is less available. Developing the creative
industry is a signal that the Chinese government is trying to change the existing economic system into a
high-knowledge economy. Knowledge is the most valuable strategic resource because it helps companies
manufacture more products [2], enables the government to improve the market economy mechanism [3],
and accelerates the development of the green economy by reducing pollution and strengthening
sustainable development.

The creative industry has distinct characteristics. Its high integration and diversity of knowledge
promote knowledge transfer to different fields [4], and restructure the knowledge system for companies
and their products. In the early years of the creative industry’s growth, most people believed that the
gathering of creative workers formed creative settlements, provided an effective platform for innovative
products, and laid a foundation for further expansion [5]. With its evolution and continuous social
development, the gathering of creative workers transformed into the gathering of creative enterprises, and
gradually formed creative clusters [6,7]. Creative clusters are constructed under a professional
organizational structure in a geographical space, thus helping creative enterprises enhance industrial
cohesion and improve their ability to redistribute industrial resources [8]. The creative industry has
gradually developed a network with knowledge as its core, the clusters as the carrier, and the enterprises
as the nodes [9,10]. On this basis, knowledge transfer, sharing, and cooperation are the three main ways
to boost the creative industries’ process and the creative economy’s development. With the increasing
complexity and diversity of the economic society, enterprises must create new competitive advantages
through innovation. Some researchers propose the use of non-cooperative games to optimize resource
scheduling [11,12], gather all the resources, or reject cooperation to avoid the risk of losses. However, in
the current situation, limited resources and high costs are barriers to enterprise innovation. Cooperation-
sharing [13] has become a significant choice for enterprises to develop, innovate, and establish
advantages. It can reduce innovation costs and technical requirements, lower the risk of independent
innovation, and shorten the innovation cycle. Cooperation-sharing helps enterprises engage with markets
and promotes resource integration and utilization in the whole value chain. Eventually, it enables
enterprises to reach a higher level [14].

Cooperation-sharing is a win-win option to help enterprises overcome difficulties. However, it may lead
to a leakage of core knowledge and cause enterprises to suffer more losses [15]. Thus, the choice of whether
to conduct cooperation-sharing is of great significance to enterprises. Cooperation-sharing is a joint
innovation mode [16] in which both sides of the cooperation represent the main body of innovation at the
same time, take common interests as the goal, jointly conduct knowledge input, and bear costs and risks
(as well as the innovation results). According to research by Zhou et al. [17] and Yang et al. [18], the
distance between partners in different dimensions, such as the social status of potential partners, goodwill,
compatibility with their enterprises, and differences in the working level between the two parties, directly
affects cooperation-sharing behavior. Even the geographical and technical distances have different degrees
of impact on cooperation-sharing. Diversified external incentives also have a crucial influence on
cooperation-sharing, and the external subsidies can effectively improve the efficiency and enthusiasm of
cooperation-sharing [19]. According to Wu’s research [20], the essence of cooperation-sharing innovation
behavior is to accelerate the flow and transformation of knowledge. Different characteristics of
knowledge have different influences on cooperation-sharing, such as the different characteristics of
knowledge, the degree of trust, the heterogeneity of knowledge, and the cost of knowledge sharing [21].
Moreover, knowledge characteristics, degree of trust, knowledge heterogeneity, knowledge sharing cost,
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and other factors add to the difficulties of enterprises’ cooperation-sharing behavior. However, if the
characteristics are fully designated, the cooperation process may be improved. For example, full sharing
of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge maximizes the innovation rate and quality of the enterprises.
Similarly, the geographical location, cultural differences, religious beliefs, and other factors may lead to
conflicts in cooperation-sharing behavior, which reduces the cooperation probability and the effectiveness
of cooperation-sharing. Both sides of cooperation-sharing face the leakage or transfer of the shared
knowledge to a third party [22,23]. If there is a relatively high degree of cooperation, the risk of
knowledge loss or leakage will be higher when there is more shared knowledge, higher knowledge
relevance, and a higher acceptance level of both sides.

In the current literature, we found detailed analyses and discussions on the objectives, influencing
factors, corresponding risks, and incentives of enterprise knowledge cooperation-sharing. However, there
has been little research on enterprise cooperation under dual supervision to date. We examined the
enterprises in the creative industry cluster, the government, and informal institutions as players and
established a tripartite cooperation game model with the duplication of supervision by the government
and informal institutions. We then used the evolutionary game theory to analyze enterprises’ strategy
about knowledge cooperation-sharing in the creative industry cluster. We then conducted a numerical
simulation through MATLAB to explain enterprises’ behavior in the process of cooperation-sharing. This
study provides guidance to creative enterprises for facilitating cooperation and to the government and
informal institutions for regulating enterprises during cooperation-sharing.

2 Research Hypothesis

According to the assumption of bounded rationality in the evolutionary game, bounded rational agents
cannot accurately predict their payoff function and make the most effective strategy choice. Thus, decision-
makers need to simulate and learn the revenue strategy through repeated experiments and then find an
effective and stable equilibrium state to support their decision-making. By analyzing the decision-making
equilibrium of each participant to set up a payment function, we can get the corresponding copy
dynamics and draw a conclusion. The creative industry cluster has sociality. When enterprises start to
cooperate and share knowledge, they are social participants with bounded rationality. In the creative
industry, the policies issued by the government serve as formal constraints. Also, some informal
institutions, such as industry associations, chambers of commerce, and industrial alliances, provide
regulatory and supervisory functions other than formal constraints for the operation of creative industry
clusters and enterprise exchanges and cooperation. We label such constraints implicit contracts [24].

Hypothesis 1: When enterprises cooperate and share knowledge, there are benefits to the enterprises and
government. When informal institutions can provide effective implicit contracts, informal institutions can
also derive some economic benefits. Suppose Gi(i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ is the revenue of the government in the
game. According to the implicit contract of informal institutions and whether enterprises in the cluster are
honest, the government offers different benefits. Under the influence of an effective implicit contract,
informal organizations get the corresponding benefits. Suppose Qiði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ is the income of
enterprises in creative industries. Enterprises’ profits depend on whether the government regulates and
whether the implicit contract of the informal institutions is binding.

Hypothesis 2: In the evolutionary game system, the decision-making of each participant may come with
different costs. When the government decides to regulate the cluster, it needs some cost; c1 is the cost for the
supervision of the enterprises, and c2 is the cost for promoting and maintaining the operation of informal
institutions. The informal institutions can monitor enterprises with a cost, c3, under the condition of a
workable implicit contract. If enterprises are honest during knowledge cooperation-sharing, they must
invest in sharing the cost, c4. If the enterprises are dishonest or experience a betrayal of cooperation, the
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cost of cooperation-sharing will be reduced; the cost is assumed to be Jc4(0, J , 1). During the knowledge
cooperation-sharing process, the enterprises also face the risk of knowledge leakage, assuming that the
possible cost of the knowledge leakage is c5 (ci . ¼ 0; i ¼ 0; 1; . . . 5Þ.

Hypothesis 3: Incentive mechanism. If the informal institutions can ensure that the implicit contract is
implemented effectively in the market, the government will reward the informal institutions with certain
benefits. Suppose the reward is DðD. 0Þ. Assuming there is a subsidy provided by the government that
is based on the cost of cooperation-sharing with a proportion coefficient, ’, if the enterprise can be
honest in cooperation-sharing, the subsidy, ’c4, will be given to the enterprise. Similarly, under
the background of government regulation, the enterprises in the cluster need to pay a certain fine to the
government, PðP. 0Þ. In the case of the informal institutions supervising the cluster enterprises, if
the cluster enterprises do not fulfill the corresponding integrity standards, the enterprises should pay a
fine not only to the government, but also to the informal institutions MðM . 0Þ.

Hypothesis 4: Suppose that the collaboration coefficient of cooperation-sharing among enterprises in the
cluster is aða. 1Þ. Assume that b is the risk coefficient of knowledge cooperation-sharing, which is related
to the knowledge leakage cost, c5. So, the possible cost of knowledge leakage of enterprises is
b*c5ð1.b. 0; c5. 0Þ.

According to the above hypothesis, from the government’s perspective, when the government regulates
the creative industry cluster, and the government pays the corresponding control cost and obtains certain
economic benefits. It provides a cost subsidy to the enterprises that maintain the integrity of the
knowledge cooperation-sharing behavior and fines the enterprises that fail to maintain honesty in
the cooperation. When informal institutions effectively supervise the enterprises in the cluster, ensure the
smooth implementation of the implicit contract, and pay a supervision cost, the informal institution gains
certain benefits from the government. If the informal institutions do not supervise and guarantee the
implicit contract implementation, the informal institutions will not pay any costs or get any benefits. If
the enterprises are honest in knowledge cooperation-sharing, they will obtain benefits and get the cost
subsidies. However, if the enterprise cannot be honest, or betray others in the process of knowledge
cooperation-sharing, the cost of knowledge cooperation-sharing will be reduced, but it will pay a fine to
the government regulator and the informal institution supervisor.

3 Model Establishment and Analysis

According to the above hypothesis, the behavior probability of the present parties in the game is as
follows: cluster enterprises: honest-(yÞ, dishonest-ð1� yÞ; government: regulation-ðxÞ, no regulation-
ð1� xÞ; informal institutions: supervision-ðzÞ, and no supervision-ð1� zÞ. The game payment matrix was
established, as shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Tripartite game matrix of enterprises, informal organizations, and governments in creative industry
clusters. *I stands for the Informal Institution Supervision

Cluster enterprises Government regulation ðxÞ No government regulation ð1� xÞ
I (z) No I ð1� zÞ I (z) No I ð1� zÞ

Honest yð Þ a1; b1; c1ð Þ a5; b5; c5ð Þ a3; b3; c3ð Þ a7; b7; c7ð Þ
Dishonest 1� yð Þ a2; b2; c2ð Þ a6; b6; c6ð Þ a4; b4; c4ð Þ a8; b8; c8ð Þ
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By analyzing the assumption and combing the matrix, we could obtain the payoff function of each player
in different situations, as well as the corresponding strategy probability and the strategy set of each function,
as shown in Tab. 2.

3.1 The Government’s Expected Return Function, Evolution Strategy, and Stability Analysis in the

Three-party Game

Assuming that Gz1 is the revenue function when the government chooses regulation, according to the
expected revenue equation of the game, we could get

Gz1 ¼ z � y � G1 � c1 � c2 � D� ’c4ð Þ þ z � 1� yð Þ � G2 � c1 � c2 � Dþ Pð Þ þ 1� zð Þ � y �
G3 � c1 � c2 � ’c4ð Þ þ 1� zð Þ � 1� yð Þ � G4 � c1 � c2 þ Pð Þ: (1)

Assuming thatGz2 is the income function when the government chooses not to regulate, according to the
expected income equation of the game, we could get

Gz2 ¼ y � z � G1 þ 1� yð Þ � z � G2 þ 1� zð Þ � y � G3 þ 1� zð Þ � 1� yð Þ � G4: (2)

Assuming that Gz3 is the average government revenue, according to the above Gz1, Gz2 was used to get
the government’s average revenue:

Gz3 ¼ x � Gz1 þ 1� xð Þ � Gz2; (3)

Gz3 ¼ x � �z � y � G1 � c1 � c2 � D� ’c4ð Þ þ z � 1� yð Þ � G2 � c1 � c2 � Dþ Pð Þ
þ 1� zð Þ � y � G3 � c1 � c2 � ’c4ð Þ þ 1� zð Þ � 1� yð Þ � G4 � c1 � c2 þ Pð ÞÞ
þ 1� xð Þ � y � z � G1 þ 1� yð Þ � z � G2 þ 1� zð Þ � y � G3 þ 1� zð Þ � 1� yð Þ � G4ð Þ:

(4)

According to the replication dynamic equation of the evolutionary game, the government’s replication
dynamic equation could be obtained:

Table 2: Three-party game payment function and strategy set of enterprises, informal organizations, and
governments in creative industry clusters

Players and corresponding strategies Informal institutions

Supervision (z) No supervision
ð1� zÞ

Government Regulation ðxÞ Enterprises in
the Cluster

Honest
yð Þ

G1 � c1 � c2 � D� ’c4,
aQ1 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4,
I þ D� c3

G3 � c1 � c2 � ’c4
aQ3 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4
0

Dishonest
1� yð Þ

G2 � c1 � c2 � Dþ P,
aQ1 � Jc4 � P �M ,
I þ DþM � c3

G4 � c1 � c2 þ P
aQ3 � Jc4 � P
0

No government
regulation ð1� xÞ

Honest
yð Þ

G1,
aQ2 � c4 � bc5
I � c3

G3

aQ4 � c4 � bc5
0

Dishonest
1� yð Þ

G2,
aQ2 � Jc4 �M
I�c3 þM

G4

aQ4 � Jc4
0
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G xð Þ ¼ dx

dt
¼ x � Gz1 � Gz3ð Þ; (5)

G xð Þ ¼ dx

dt
¼ x � ’c4 � yþ D � zþ P � y� P þ c1 þ c2ð Þ � �1þ xð Þ: (6)

If y0 ¼ �ðPþc1þc2�DzÞ
’c4�P , as the parameter was not set, we assumed that � ðPþc1þc2�DzÞ

’c4�P . 0. If y ¼ y0,

GðxÞ ¼ 0, which means that all states were stable. If y 6¼ y0, GðxÞ ¼ 0, we could get two stable points

x ¼ 0; x ¼ 1. dGðxÞ
dx ¼ ð2x� 1Þ*(’c4�yþ D�zþ P�y� P þ c1 þ c2Þ. According to the evolutionary

stabilization strategy (ESS), G0ðxÞ, 0. In this case, when y. y0, if x ¼ 0, dGðxÞ
dx , 0. If x ¼ 1, dGðxÞ

dx . 0.
So, x ¼ 0 was the government’s evolutionary stability strategy in this situation. In the same way, when

y, y0, if x ¼ 0, dGðxÞ
dx . 0. If x ¼ 1, dGðxÞ

dx , 0. So, x ¼ 1 was the government’s ESS in this situation.
Through the above analysis, a dynamic chart of the government’s strategy evolution was obtained, as
shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, the shadowy area divides the whole space into two parts: the upper part of the space, A1, and
the lower part, A2. When the initial strategic state of the government was in space A1, the government’s
regulation on the enterprises and the informal institution in the creative cluster was invalid because when
y. y0; x ¼ 0 was the equilibrium. Whether or not the government chose to regulate, the final strategy
choice tended to be unregulated. If the government’s initial strategy state of the government was in space
A2, x ¼ 1 was the equilibrium point, which indicated that the government’s regulation of enterprises and
informal institutions in the creative industry cluster was effective. Whether or not the government
regulated, the final strategy choice was close to the regulation strategy. According to Eq. (6) and

y0 ¼ �ðPþc1þc2�DzÞ
’c4�P , the higher the level of the government’s rewards and punishments to the informal

institutions and enterprises in the cluster, the smaller y. At this time, the volume of space A2 was
continuously compressed, giving the government a greater probability of being in the A1 space and
therefore being more unregulated. Similarly, if the cost of government regulation was higher, the
corresponding A2 space was smaller, and the government was less inclined to regulate.

Figure 1: Dynamic evolution of the government’s regulation strategy
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3.2 The Expected Return Function, Evolution Strategy, and Stability Analysis of Informal Institutions in

Tripartite Game

Suppose that Kz1 is the income function of the informal institutions when they chose to supervise. Then,
according to the expected return equation of the game, we could get the following result:

Kz1 ¼ x � y � I þ D� c3ð Þ þ x � 1� yð Þ � I þ DþM � c3ð Þ
þ 1� xð Þ � y � I � c3ð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � 1� yð Þ � I � c3 þMð Þ: (7)

Suppose Kz2 is the revenue function of the informal institutions when they chose to supervise. Then,
according to the expected return equation of the game, we could get the following result:

Kz2 ¼ x � y � 0þ ð1� yÞ � x � 0þ ð1� xÞ � y � 0þ ð1� xÞ � ð1� yÞ � 0: (8)

Suppose Kz3 is the average income of the informal institutions. According to the Kz1, Kz2, we could get
the average income of the informal institutions:

Kz3 ¼ z � Kz1 þ 1� zð Þ � Kz2; (9)

Kz3 ¼ z � �x � y � I þ D� c3ð Þ þ x � 1� yð Þ � I þ DþM � c3ð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � y � I � c3ð Þ
þ 1� xð Þ � 1� yð Þ � I � c3 þMð ÞÞ þ 1� zð Þ � �x � y � 0þ 1� yð Þ � x � 0þ 1� xð Þ � y � 0
þ 1� xð Þ � 1� y

� � 0�: ð10Þ�

According to the replication dynamic equation of evolutionary game, the replication dynamic equation
of informal institutions could be obtained:

K zð Þ ¼ dz

dt
¼ z � Kz1 � Kz3ð Þ; (11)

K zð Þ ¼ dz

dt
¼ z � 1� zð Þ � Dx� yM þ mþ I � c3ð Þ: (12)

If x0 ¼ yM�M�Iþc3
D , yM�M�Iþc3

D . 0. If x0 ¼ x, K zð Þ ¼ 0. In any case, all states could be regarded as
stable states. When x0 6¼ x, if K zð Þ ¼ 0, z ¼ 1orz ¼ 0. When x0 6¼ x, there were two equilibrium points:
z ¼ 1; z ¼ 0. According to the ESS rule, we could get the differential equation of

K zð Þ : dK zð Þ
dz ¼ 1� 2zð Þ� Dx� yM þ mþ I � c3ð Þ. If x. x0, and when z ¼ 0, we could get dK zð Þ

dz . 0;

when z ¼ 1, we could get dK zð Þ
dz , 0. Under the ESS condition, K 0ðZÞ, 0 had to be satisfied, so, when

x. x0, z ¼ 1 was the evolutionary stabilization strategy. If x, x0, and when z ¼ 0, we could get
dK zð Þ
dz , 0; when z ¼ 1, we could get dK zð Þ

dz . 0. Under the ESS condition, K 0ðZÞ, 0 had to be satisfied, so
when x, x0, z ¼ 0 was the evolutionary stabilization strategy. Through the analysis above, the dynamic
chart of informal institutions’ strategy evolution was obtained, as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the shadowy area divides the whole space into two parts: the left part, B1, and the right part,
B2. When the initial strategic state of the informal institutions was in space B1, the information institutions’
regulation on the enterprises in the creative cluster was effective, and whenx. x0, z ¼ 1 was the equilibrium
point for the informal institution. Due to the equilibrium point in the system, whether or not the informal
institutions were regulated, the strategy tended to be the supervision strategy. When the initial strategic
state of the informal institutions was in space B2, the regulation of the informal institutions was invalid.
Moreover, when x, x0, the initial strategic state of the informal institutions was in space B2; in this
situation, the strategy constantly tended to be the non-supervision strategy, and the evolutionary
stabilization strategy was z ¼ 0. According to x0 ¼ yM�M�Iþc3

D and Eq. (12), the supervision strategy and
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the supervision cost were related to the benefit of the supervision strategy and the subsidy from the
government. If the supervision cost increased, x0 rose, and the space B1 shrank, then there was a constant
tendency towards non-supervision of informal institutions. If there was an increase in the government
subsidy, enterprise fines of the violations, and the profit of the supervision, then x0 went down, the space
B2 shrank, and the informal institutions chose to supervise to obtain more benefits.

3.3 The Enterprises’ Expected Return Function, Evolution Strategy, and Stability Analysis in the

Three-party Game

Suppose Ez1 is the payoff function of the enterprises being honest during sharing and cooperation.
According to the payoff function in the evolution game, we could get the following:

Ez1 ¼ x � z � aQ1 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4ð Þ þ x � 1� zð Þ � aQ3 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4ð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � z�
aQ2 � c4 � bc5ð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � 1� zð Þ � aQ4 � c4 � bc5ð Þ: (13)

Suppose Ez2 is the payoff function of the enterprises being dishonest during sharing and cooperation.
According to the payoff function in the evolution game, we could get the following:

Ez2 ¼ x � z � aQ1 � Jc4 � P �Mð Þ þ 1� zð Þ � x � aQ3 � Jc4 � Pð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � z�
aQ2 � Jc4 �Mð Þ þ 1� xð Þ � 1� zð Þ � aQ4 � Jc4ð Þ: (14)

Suppose Ez3 is the average payoff of the enterprises in the cluster. According to the Ez1;Ez2, we could get
the average payoff function of the enterprises in the cluster:

Ez3 ¼ y � Ez1 þ 1� yð Þ � Ez2; (15)

Ez3 ¼ y � �x � z � ðaQ1 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4Þ þ x � ð1� zÞ � ðaQ3 � c4 � bc5 þ ’c4Þ þ ð1� xÞ � z�
ðaQ2 � c4 � bc5Þ þ ð1� xÞ � ð1� zÞ � ðaQ4 � c4 � bc5Þ

�þ 1� yð Þ�
ðx � z � ðaQ1 � Jc4 � P �MÞ þ ð1� zÞ � x � ðaQ3 � Jc4 � PÞ þ ð1� xÞ � z � ðaQ2 � Jc4 �MÞ
þ ð1� xÞ � ð1� zÞ � ðaQ4 � Jc4Þ:

(16)

According to the replication dynamic equation of evolutionary game, the enterprises’ replication
dynamic equation could be obtained:

Figure 2: Dynamic evolution of the informal institutions’ regulation strategy
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E yð Þ ¼ dy

dt
¼ y � Ez1 � Ez3ð Þ; (17)

E yð Þ ¼ dy

dt
¼ y � 1� yð Þ � ’c4xþMzþ Px� bc5 þ Jc4 � c4ð Þ: (18)

When z0 ¼ c4�Pxþbc5�Jc4�’c4x
M , suppose that c4�Pxþbc5�Jc4�’c4x

M . 0. If z0 ¼ z, E yð Þ ¼ 0, which means
that in any situation, all states could be considered as stable states. Further, when z0 6¼ z, if E yð Þ ¼ 0, we
could get y ¼ 1; y ¼ 0. So, when z0 6¼ z, the equilibrium points were y ¼ 1; y ¼ 0. According to the ESS
rules, the stable evolutionary strategy must satisfy the condition of E0ðyÞ, 0:

dE yð Þ
dy

¼ 1� 2yð Þ � ’c4xþMzþ Px� bc5 þ Jc4 � c4ð Þ: (19)

If z. z0, when y ¼ 0, dE yð Þ
dy . 0; when y ¼ 1, dE yð Þ

dy , 0. So, y ¼ 1 was the evolutionarily stable strategy

of enterprises in the cluster. Similarly, if z, z0, when y ¼ 0, dE yð Þ
dy , 0; when y ¼ 1, dE yð Þ

dy . 0. Here, y ¼ 0

was the evolutionary stability strategy of enterprises in the cluster. According to all the analyses above, we
could obtain the figure of the dynamic evolution of the enterprises’ strategy.

In Fig. 3, the shadowy area divides the whole space into two parts: the upper part, C1, and the lower part,
C2. If the initial strategy of enterprises was stated in the space C1, z. z0. As the analysis before showed,
when z. z0, the evolutionary stable strategy was y ¼ 1. So, in this situation, whether or not the
enterprises were honest during the sharing and cooperation, the final decision for the enterprises was to
be honest. Similarly, when the enterprises’ initial strategy was stated in the space C2, the enterprises
always chose to be dishonest in the sharing and cooperation. According to Eq. (19) and

z0 ¼ c4�Pxþbc5�Jc4�’c4x
M , when the enterprise faced a higher fine for being dishonest, the C2 space shrank,

and the probability of enterprises being dishonest was lower. If both the sharing and leakage cost less, the
space C2 also shrank, which means the enterprises had a higher probability of being honest during
knowledge sharing and cooperation. Similarly, if the sharing cost and leakage cost were much higher than
the enterprises’ dishonesty fine by the government and informal institutions, the space C2 was larger and
pushed the enterprises to be dishonest with a higher probability.

Figure 3: Dynamic evolution of the enterprises’ strategy
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4 Numerical Simulation

By deducting the replicator dynamics function of each player, we could get the following equations:

G xð Þ ¼ dx

dt
¼ x � ’c4 � yþ D � zþ P � y� P þ c1 þ c2ð Þ � �1þ xð Þ; (20)

K zð Þ ¼ dz

dt
¼ z � 1� zð Þ � Dx� yM þ mþ I � c3ð Þ; (21)

E yð Þ ¼ dy

dt
¼ y � 1� yð Þ � ’c4xþMzþ Px� bc5 þ Jc4 � c4ð Þ: (22)

By analyzing the three equations, we found out that the evolution of the dynamic strategy was related to
the cost of different players, the reward, and the punishments from the supervisors.

Hypothesis 5: According to the parameters required in the replication dynamics, based on bounded
rationality and consultation with experts, we made assumptions about the required parameters:
c1 ¼ 15; c2 ¼ 0:5; c3 ¼ 4:5; c4 ¼ 1:2; c5 ¼ 1:5; I ¼ 3; beta ¼ 0:1; J ¼ 0:2;Phi ¼ 0:5. Suppose that
M ;D; andP are in a small interval. M 2 ½0; 0:55�;D 2 ½0; 1:5�;P 2 ½0; 0:15�, which means that the
government’s financial support for informal institutions is less, and the government and informal
institutions face a lower punishment for dishonesty. Also, assume that the initial strategy,
x0 ¼ 0:5; y0 ¼ 0:9; andz0 ¼ 0:5. We could get the dynamic strategy evolution diagram of the three parties
in the game shown in Fig. 4.

The government’s replication dynamic equation is composed of the cost and subsidy, so the government
showed a change in strategy that tended to be unregulated. When the government was unwilling to supervise,
the informal institutions did not derive benefit D from the government, which reduced the desire of the
informal institutions to supervise the cooperation. When the government and the informal institution
established a low-level punishment for being dishonest, the supervision income, I , and the fine, M , paid
by the enterprises to the informal institutions, could not meet the supervising cost, c3. Therefore, the
informal institutions succumbed to supervising enterprises. Enterprises tended to be dishonest during
knowledge sharing and cooperation. When the external incentive level was low, the enterprises were
more inclined to seek benefits for themselves by being dishonest in cooperation-sharing, so the low
external incentive level led enterprises to be unwilling to cooperate honestly.

Hypothesis 6: Based on bounded rationality and consultation with experts, the required parameters are
assumed. Assume c1 ¼ 1:5; c2 ¼ 0:5; c3 ¼ 3:5; c4 ¼ 1:2; c5 ¼ 1:5; I ¼ 3; beta ¼ 0:1; J ¼ 0:2;Phi ¼ 0:5.

Figure 4: Simulation of the dynamic strategy evolution of enterprises, informal institutions, and
governments (1)
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Suppose that M ;D; andP are in a large interval, and M 2 ½10; 12�;D 2 ½1:6; 2:5�;P 2 ½2:15; 3:25�. We used
all the data to get the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.

The government’s replicator dynamics function is composed of the cost and subsidy, so the government
showed a change in strategy that tended to be unregulated. However, because of the high penalty amount, the
enterprises could not reduce the cost and improve the profit through the dishonest cooperation-sharing
behavior. Thus, the enterprise tended to cooperate honestly. As the enterprises could not fully be honest
in the cooperation, the higher penalty amount made the informal institutions profitable. At the beginning
stage, informal institutions wanted to obtain fines from dishonest enterprises, which improved benefits.
Therefore, during a period at the beginning of the simulation, informal institutions had a process that was
inclined toward supervision. However, in the later stage, enterprises were honest in cooperation-sharing,
so informal institutions gradually opted not to supervise. Therefore, with the same cost level of
cooperation-sharing, a higher level of external incentives could help enterprises in the cluster to cooperate
and share honestly.

Hypothesis 7: Based on bounded rationality and consultation with experts, some required parameters are
assumed. Suppose that M ;D; and P are in a large interval and M 2 10; 12½ �; D 2 1:6; 2:5½ �;
and P 2 ½2:15; 3:25�. We can assume that c1 ¼ 1:5; c2 ¼ 0:5; c3 ¼ 3:5; c4 ¼ 12; c5 ¼ 15;
I ¼ 3; beta ¼ 0:1; J ¼ 0:2; and � ¼ 0:5. Players have the same probability of being honest or not and to
supervise or not, as x0 ¼ 0:5; y0 ¼ 0:5; and z0 ¼ 0:5. We used all the data to get the simulation results
shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5: Simulation of the dynamic strategy evolution of enterprises, informal institutions, and
governments (2)

Figure 6: Simulation of dynamic strategy evolution of enterprises, informal institutions, and governments (3)
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Wihtin Hypothesis 7, the cooperating cost and knowledge leakage cost were related more closely than in
Hypothesis 6. From the government’s perspective, the cost control issue led the government not to regulate.
Moreover, the high operating cost made it difficult for enterprises to continue being honest in cooperation-
sharing. In the face of high operating costs, enterprises can save many costs if they are dishonest. As such,
although the punishment level was high, compared with the high cost that could be saved by being dishonest,
enterprises preferred to be dishonest or betray the cooperation-sharing. Due to the high costs, the enterprises
always chose to be dishonest in the cooperation-sharing, so the informal institutions spared no effort to
supervise enterprises and obtain fines from them to improve income. In the case of excessive cost, if the
external incentive failed to cover the loss caused by the cost, even if facing the problem of penalty, the
enterprises still chose the dishonest cooperation-sharing behavior to save costs for themselves.

Hypothesis 8: Suppose that M ;D; andP are in a large interval and M 2 10; 12½ �;D 2 1:6; 2:5½ �;
and P 2 ½2:15; 3:25�. We can assume that c1 ¼ 1:5; c2 ¼ 0:5; c3 ¼ 3:5; c4 ¼ 12; c5 ¼ 15; I ¼ 3;
beta ¼ 0:1; J ¼ 0:2; and � ¼ 0:5. Enterprises have a different probability of being honest, and supervisors
have different probabilities for supervision, as x0 ¼ 0:9; y0 ¼ 0:1; andz0 ¼ 0:9. We used all the data to get
the simulation Fig. 7.

Under these assumptions, enterprises still faced high costs. Due to the supervision of the informal
institutions and government regulation, enterprises faced high fines at the initial stage. Therefore, at the
initial stage, enterprises had an increased probability of integrity cooperation. As time passed, enterprises
found that the governments’ control decreased; enterprises could not obtain effective cost subsidies from
the government. Even if they had to face the fines from informal institutions, the high cost they faced on
their own may have been higher than the fine, so enterprises tended not to be honest during the
knowledge sharing and cooperation in the later period. As the enterprises were dishonest in the
cooperation-sharing, the informal institutions maintained a high level of supervision to improve benefits
by fining the enterprises. If the informal institutions took their interests as the goal, they did not need to
adjust their strategy. If the informal institutions wanted to promote the enterprises’ honesty in
cooperation-sharing, increasing the punishment level is the best way.

Hypothesis 9: Based on the parameter assignment of Hypothesis 7, the initial strategy probability of the
three parties in the game was adjusted, and we observed the dynamic strategy evolution of the three parties in
the game. We assumed that x0 ¼ 0:1; y0 ¼ 0:9; and z0 ¼ 0:1, and the evolution chart of the tripartite dynamic
strategy is shown in Fig. 8.

As Fig. 8 shows, when the government and the informal institutions were unwilling to supervise and
control in the early stage, the enterprises tended to be dishonest more quickly in cooperation-sharing.

Figure 7: Simulation of the dynamic strategy evolution of enterprises, informal institutions, and
governments (4)
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At the beginning of the game, the government and informal institutions showed their unwillingness to
supervise, and the enterprises did not have the concern of high fines. Therefore, enterprises chose to be
dishonest during the cooperation-sharing from the beginning. As the enterprises were dishonest, the
government and informal institutions could increase their interest through fines. Therefore, both the
informal institutions and the government chose to supervise and control the enterprises and then collect
corresponding fines to increase benefits. Although the enterprises had a high probability of being honest
during the cooperation, we observed that the government and informal institutions had a low probability
of regulation and supervision. So, enterprises would tend not to be honest during the cooperation. As the
level of dishonesty of the enterprises rose, both the government and the informal institutions hoped to
restrain the occurrence of this phenomenon or seek profit for themselves in this way. Thus, the
supervision probability of the informal institution quickly tended to be willing to supervise the enterprise.
In the early stage, the government also hoped to be like the informal institutions to regulate effectively,
but owing to the excessive level of subsidies, the government finally gave up the regulation.

5 Summary

Through analysis and research on the tripartite game among the government, enterprises, and informal
institutions, we drew the following conclusions. The level of enterprises being honest in cooperation-sharing
was affected by the external incentive, which refers to fines imposed by the government and informal
institutions. Both the government and the informal institutions could encourage enterprises to be honest
in cooperation-sharing. However, the government and informal institutions must consider more about the
external incentive level. If the enterprises’ income from being dishonest in the cooperation-sharing is
greater than the punishment, the enterprise continued to be dishonest in the cooperation-sharing while
knowing that they would be punished. In such a situation, the external incentive mechanism was useless.
If, however, the income level of dishonesty was lower than the punishment, enterprises preferred to be
honest during the cooperation-sharing. The cost level of enterprises in the creative industry cluster had a
decisive impact on whether they cooperated honestly.

The cost level also directly determined the level of the external incentive. The government and informal
institutions should not make the external incentive level optional but decide after analyzing the enterprises’
income and cost level. A good credit market is conducive to the development of the industry and economy.
However, if the government and the informal institutions still implement a higher level of external incentives
to intervene in the case of higher enterprises’ cooperating costs, the enterprises may find themselves in a
dilemma. Therefore, the enterprises’ cost level is at the core of the government and informal institutions

Figure 8: Simulation of the dynamic strategy evolution of enterprises, informal institutions, and
governments (5)
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when formulating a rational external incentive mechanism. Our study showed that the initial strategy state
had no significant impact on the game. There was no great influence on the final steady states of the
evolutionary game when the parameters were left unchanged, but they did adjust the initial probability of
different strategies. No matter how much the initial state was, the game system approached the stable
state when the cost and the external incentive level were in a relatively stable characteristic range. When
the probability of government regulation was approaching zero, whether the enterprises chose to be
honest during cooperation-sharing was more influenced by the informal institutions. The core influence
was mainly related to the cooperating costs and the intensity of incentive and punishment from the
informal institutions. Whether an enterprise chose to be honest during cooperation-sharing was also
determined by the cooperating costs level and the relative level of external incentives. The external
incentives had some impact on whether the enterprises were honest in cooperation-sharing. However, the
enterprises’ cooperating cost level was the main factor affecting honesty in cooperation-sharing.
Therefore, the rational external incentive should be based on the enterprise cost, and it should urge
enterprises to be honest in cooperation-sharing. Ignoring the enterprises’ cost level and making the
external incentive level optional could make cooperation-sharing more disorderly.
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